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Custom Response Functions Licensing Agreement 
It is important to read and understand the Custom Response Functions License Agreement prior to 

opening the disk envelope. By opening the envelope you indicate your acceptance of the terms and 

conditions of this agreement. The provisions of this agreement are. 

• The Licensee has non-exclusive rights to the use of the supplied software. 

• The supplied programs may not be copied except as described by the Installation Procedure. 

• The Licensee may not disclose or resell any part of the program of documentation to unlicensed 

parties. 

 

Limits of liability and disclaimer of warranty 
CAE solutions and the author “Uyama Yasumasa” of this book have used their best efforts in preparing 

this book and software. These efforts include the development, research, and testing of the theories and 

programs to determine their effectiveness. CAE solutions and the author make no warranty of any kind, 

expressed or implied, with regard to these programs or the documentation contained in this book. The 

author and CAE solutions shall not be liable in any event for incidental or consequential damages in 

connection with, or arising out of, the furnishing, performance, or use of these programs. 
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  PREFACE 
These functions are not standard in DADiSP. These functions are the answer to the user’s requests. I 

have collected many functions. The main parts of them are response functions. 

These functions are written under the key word 

Show the needed parts only. 

Calculation errors are the parts of computer. We can’t be free from it. But we can do to show the needed 

parts only.  

Functions are written using SPL of DADiSP. It is easy to understand to the person who knows C 

language. When you see the SPL file, you will be able to understand the contents of the functions. But it 

is not so easy to write all of these functions. 

Special but useful functions are collected. I want many people use this Unit/CRF.  

If you had a question, or find mistakes, please tell me it. I will be able to make better software. 

 My E-mail address is   uyama33@yahoo.co.jp                                               3/27/2002                Uyama Yasumasa 

 

 

 

 About version 1.6 

 The old SPL file does not run well on the DADiSP2002. I have modified the SPL file. It runs well on 

DADiSP2002. 

                                                                                         2007/11/04                        Uyama Yasumasa  

 

 

About version 1.6.1 

 I have corrected the manual of CRF.      (2011/03/11: We had the biggest earthquake in Japan.) 

                                                                                        2011/3/13                       Uyama Yasumasa  

 

 

About version 2.1 

 I have corrected the manual of CRF.      

                                                                                        2011/8/31                       Uyama Yasumasa  

 

 

About version 4.0 

 I have updated the manual of CRF for DADiSP 6.7.      

                                                                                        2016/7/27                       Uyama Yasumasa  
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CHAPTER 1CHAPTER 1CHAPTER 1CHAPTER 1 Foundation of Custom Response Functions 
1.1 What is Custom Response Functions DADiSP has SPL (Series Processing Language).  It is almost same to C language. Every one will be able to add new functions to DADiSP using SPL. Custom Response Functions gives us special functions, main part of it is response functins. When you click button, there appears menu of functions. You can select needed function from the menu.  After you clicked buttoms sebral time, you can get the results of analysis. Those functions are written in text file. You can rewrite it, if it is needed. 
 Custom Response Functions needs DADiSP 2002 above. 

 

1.2 install 

You can install this module from one DVD into only one stand alone computer. If you want to use many 

computers, you need the same number’s DVD. If you want to use this module on network computers, you 

need same number’s DVD to the terminal computers.  

 DVD contains  
)(

)(.

)(.

)(

)(

67
40

folderManual

filesplDadisp

filemacDadisp

folderUnitCrfE

folderCrfESPL

DSP
CrfE

−−−−−−−−−−

−

−

−

−−

−−
−   CrfE folder must be copied into the SPL folder. As                 C:/program files/DSP67/Spl/CrfE  If you don’t using files Dadisp.mac and Dadisp.spl. You should copy these two files into the same folder of DADiSP, for example C:/program files/DSP67/. You will see the button of CRF in the tool bar.  If you are using these two files, you should add the contents to your files. I assumed that uses are using Wavelet and Multivariate Analysis. If it is not so, you should add only last line of next example. splmain() ( toolbar(1,-1,4,red,”Mva”,’MENUFILE(“spl\mvaE\mvmenu.men”)’,”Mva”); toolbar(1,-1,4,green,”Wlt”,’MENUFILE(“spl\wltE\waveletE.men”)’,”Wavelet”); toolbar(1,-1,4,green,”CRF”,’MENUFILE(“spl\CrfE\CrfE.men”)’,”CRF”);   )     Dasisp.mac including only next line, Dadisp.mac #include macros\matrix.mac   From DADiSP6.7 the folder “DADISP” is made in the folder “My Document”. When DADISP is open, the current folder is this folder.  For this change, I have added data to the DVD, you should copy the data in DVD to the corresponding 
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part of “My Document”.   
)(.

)(

filesplCRFSplEMD

folderUnitCRFE

DADiSP
sMyDocument

−

−

−−
−     Attention 1: When your current folder is in “My Documents”, you can save data.  If your current folder is dsp67,  you must open DADiSP as administrater.  Attention 2: If your worksheet is made by old version of dadsisp, you may fail to read spl file,.                   The reason of this fail is the change of the definition of macro. You must do as next.  Tools   -----    SPL  ------  Rest SPL Tools   -----   Macros   ----   Rest Macros  
Do the calculation on the worksheet,  

After this operation, you can read spl files.    
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1.3 How to use 1. Select   

           FileFileFileFile – NewNewNewNew – labbooklabbooklabbooklabbook    And make new Labo Book in the folder C:/program files/DSP67 2. Click CRFCRFCRFCRF – Read Functions. Read Functions. Read Functions. Read Functions. You can read all functions, needed in this analysis. 3. Put data in the window, for example W1.  4. Go to another window. Clock button of CRF in the tool bar. Select function and put data into the box in the panel of function. 5. Input from function panel.    Above figure shows the relation of cardiogram and blood pressure.  We set the data to each window in the function panel.  Cardiogram: w1 (The data of cardiogram is in W1.) Criterion: 0.6 (If the value is bigger than this criterion, the value is treated as peak values.) Up-down (0,1,2) : 1 (The number of the cross points the graph y=criterion and the graph of cardiogram.)                  0 -- Frequency of the cross points                  1 -- Frequency of the cross points, where the graph is increasing                  2 -- Frequency of the cross points, where the graph is decreasing Pulse W: 3 (The window number where the pulse number will appear.) Blood pressure: W2 (The data of blood pressure is in the window W2.) Max W:  4 (The window number where the maximum value should be appear.) Min W:  5 (The window number where the minimum value should be appear.) Mean W:  6 (The window number where the average should be appear.) 
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 Remarks:  Assignment of the data window, we set as “W3”.  Assignment of the result window, we set the number only as “5”.   
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Chapter2  Foundation of Custom Response Functions 

 

2.1 Amplitude response 

  

 Here are many types of amplitude response functions. Easy type is only divide two results of spectrums. 

Another type is shows only main parts of spectrum.  

 

 Each function is as flows. 1. Amplitude response (simple) Divide the spectrum by another spectrum.  2. Amplitude response 2 At first calculate spectrums of both data. The second step is take moving average of both spectrums. At third step, divide output by input data.  3. Amplitude response 3  At first calculate spectrums of both data. The second step is divide output by input data. Third step, we take moving average of it.  4. Amplitude response (pulse)  Change input data to ideal pulse. After it take spectrum of input and output data. And divide output by input data.  5. Amplitude response (oM)   At first take spectrum. Next divide output by input data. Return the data satisfying next conditions.   Max(spectrum(output data))*e <= component   Other components are changed to zero.  6. Amplitude response (iM,oM)   At first take spectrum. Next divide output by input data. Return the data satisfying next conditions.          Max(spectrum(output data))*e <= component of output’s spectrum          Max(spectrum(input data))*e <= component of input’s spectrum   Other components are changed to zero.  7. Amplitude response (iM,oP)      At first take spectrum. Next divide output by input data. Return the data satisfying next conditions.          Max(spectrum(output data)))*e <= component of output’s spectrum          Max(spectrum(input data))*e <= component of input’s spectrum          The component must be peak value in the spectrum of output data   Other components are changed to zero.  8. Amplitude response (iP,oP)   At first take spectrum. Next divide output by input data. Return the data satisfying next conditions.          Max(spectrum(output data)))*e <= component of output’s spectrum          Max(spectrum(input data))*e <= component of input’s spectrum          The component must be peak value in the spectrum of output data          The component must be peak value in the spectrum of input data   Other components are changed to zero. 
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 Comparing the strengths of each frequency components of input data and output data, there is the case the selection of function is effective.   At first we consider the case input data is pulse. In next figure,  

 
W1: pulse type’s data 

W2: output data 

W3: amplitude response (simple) 

W4: amplitude response 2 

W5: amplitude response 3 

W6: amplitude response (pulse) 

 

 Each amplitude response shows correct values at 250Hz. But at high frequency part we see large error 

values. 

W6 shows correct values in high frequency part. This shows we must select good functions for the 

character of data. 
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 In next graph, input(W2) and output(W6) both contains 1Hz, 3Hz, 9Hz components only.  

 

W1: gline(2^7,1/2^7,2*pi,0) 

W2: sin(w1)-sin(3*w1)+sin(9*w1) 

W3: gline(2^6,1,0) 

W4: gline(2^6,1/2^7,2*pi,0) 

W5: sin(9*w1) 

W6: sin(w1)-2*sin(3*w1)+concat(w3,w5) 

 

Results of functions, 

 

W7 ;  magresp5(W2,W6,0.01,1)       Amplitude response (oM) 

W8 ; magresp7(W2,W6,0.01,1)        Amplitude response (iM,oM) 

W9 ; magresp8(W2,W6,0.01  ,0.001,1)   Amplitude response (iP,oP) 

W10 ; spectrum(w2) 

W11 ; spectrum(w6) 

 

 

Result in W7 is not good value. 

 

 These cases show us, that we must change the values by zero if they are small values in spectrum 

window. 
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W8, W9 was given using this method. 

 

 After consider the results of spectrum, we select function for analysis. 

 

  For multi channel output data, we should use next functions.  9. Mlt Amplitude response (simple)  10. Mlt Amplitude response 2  11. Mlt Amplitude response 3          12. Mlt Amplitude response (pulse)   13. Mlt Amplitude response (oM)     14. Mlt Amplitude response (iM,oM)  15. Mlt Amplitude response (iM,oP)     16. Mlt Amplitude response (iP,oP)    
   

 These functions are using same algorisms in simple case. 
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2.2 Phase response   In phase response calculate FFT() for input and output, divide output by input, get argument of each frequency.   You must select suitable function for your analysis.   The characters of the functions are as follows.  1. Phase response (simple) After calculated both FFT(), divide output by input. Next we get the value of argument.  2. Phase response (oM) After calculated both FFT(), divide output by input. Next we get the value of argument. The components of frequency, which does not satisfy next conditions are changed to zero.          Max(spectrum(output data)))*e > component of output’s spectrum  3. Phase response (iM,oM) The components of frequency, which does not satisfy next conditions are changed to zero.          Max(spectrum(output data)))*e > component of output’s spectrum          Max(spectrum(input data))*e > component of input’s spectrum  4. Phase response (iM,oP)  The components of frequency, which does not satisfy next conditions are changed to zero.          Max(spectrum(output data)))*e > component of output’s spectrum          Max(spectrum(input data))*e > component of input’s spectrum          The component must be peak value in the spectrum of output data  5. Phase response (iP,oP)   The components of frequency, which does not satisfy next conditions are changed to zero.          Max(spectrum(output data)))*e > component of output’s spectrum          Max(spectrum(input data))*e > component of input’s spectrum          The component must be peak value in the spectrum of output data          The component must be peak value in the spectrum of input data  6. Phase response (continuous)   Phase() returns the values from minus pi to plus pi. When argument increasing from zero to 2*pi, for example 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, in this case phase() give us the values 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 - 2*pi, 5 - 2*pi, 6 - 2*pi. We must add 2*pi to the values , 4-2*pi, 5-2*pi, 6-2*pi, and get the values 4, 5, 6.  The change from 3 to 4 - 2*pi is large.            3-(4-2*pi) = 2*pi - 1 >5. This formula shows us, if the change of the value is more large than 5 we have to add 2*pi to the remaining sequence.      
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 Roughly say, from the result of FFT get difference of arguments of each frequency components.      
 But too simple calculation gives us bad results. 

 In next case, we calculate spectrum of output data. If the value is smaller than 0.001*max(spectrum()), 

substitute it to zero. 

 

W1: Gline(2^10,1/2^10,2*pi,0) 

W2: cos(W1*4)-sin(35*W1)+sin(200*W1) 

W3: exp(-w1)*(2*sin(4*W1)-3*cos(35*W1)+4*cos(200*W1)) 

W4: phaseresp(W2,W3)                 Phase response (simple) 

W5: phaseresp2(W2,W3,0.1)            Phase response (oM) 

W6: phaseresp3(W2,W3,0.01  ,0.001)   Phase response (iM,oM) 

W7: phaseresp4(W2,W3,0.0  ,0.001)    Phase response (iM,oP) 

W8: phaseresp5(W2,W3,0.0  ,0.001)    Phase response (iP,oP) 

W9: cphaseresp(W2,W3,5.0)            Phase response (continuous) 

W10: spectrum(w3) 

 

At W4 we can see clearly the difference of W3 and W2. 

After checked spectrum of data, we should determine the function to be used. 

 

 

 

 

  1 channel input data and multi channel data are given, we should use next functions. 
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 7.  Mlt phase response (simple)   8. Mlt phase response (oM)  9. Mlt phase response (iM,oM)  10. Mlt phase response (iM,oP)   11. Mlt phase response (iP,oP)    12. Mlt phase response (continuous)  These functions are using same algorithm to each columns, as in the functions from 1 to 6.    
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2.3 Coherence    We must consider about calculation errors in calculation of coherence.       1. Coherence (simple)  Length of input data and output data must be same. Take some parts of data from both data, and calculate coherence from those data.  2. Coherence (oM)  Length of input data and output data must be same. Take some parts of data from both data, and calculate coherence from those data.      If the value of spectrum of the frequency is too small, change the value of the frequency       to zero.             Max(spectrum(output data)) * e >  frequency  component in spectrum  3. Coherence (iM, oM) Length of input data and output data must be same. Take some parts of data from both data, and calculate coherence from those data.      If the value of spectrum of the frequency is too small, change the value of the frequency      to zero.             Max(spectrum(output data)) * e  >  frequency  component in spectrum        Max(spectrum(input data)) * e  >  frequency  component in spectrum  4. Coherence (iM, oP) Length of input data and output data must be same. Take some parts of data from both data, and calculate coherence from those data.     If the value of spectrum of the frequency is too small, change the value of the frequency      to zero.             Max(spectrum(output data)) * e  >  frequency  component in spectrum        Max(spectrum(input data)) * e  >  frequency  component in spectrum        The value of the frequency is not peak value in spectrum(output data).  5. Coherence (iP, oP)   Length of input data and output data must be same. Take some parts of data from both data, and calculate coherence from those data.      If the value of spectrum of the frequency is too small, change the value of the frequency      to zero.             Max(spectrum(output data)) * e  >  frequency  component in spectrum        Max(spectrum(input data)) * e  >  frequency  component in spectrum        The value of the frequency is not peak value in spectrum(output data).        The value of the frequency is not peak value in spectrum(input data).  6. Coherence (H, simple) Length of input data and output data must be same. Take some parts of data from both data, and calculate coherence from those data.  7. Coherence (H, oM) Length of input data and output data must be same. Take some parts of data from both data, 
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and calculate coherence from those data.      If the value of spectrum of the frequency is too small, change the value of the frequency  to zero.             Max(spectrum(output data)) * e >  frequency  component in spectrum  8. Coherence (H, iM, oM) Length of input data and output data must be same. Take some parts of data from both data, and calculate coherence from those data.      If the value of spectrum of the frequency is too small, change the value of the frequency  to zero.             Max(spectrum(output data)) * e  >  frequency  component in spectrum        Max(spectrum(input data)) * e  >  frequency  component in spectrum  9. Coherence (H, iM, oP) Length of input data and output data must be same. Take some parts of data from both data, and calculate coherence from those data.      If the value of spectrum of the frequency is too small, change the value of the frequency  to zero.             Max(spectrum(output data)) * e  >  frequency  component in spectrum        Max(spectrum(input data)) * e  >  frequency  component in spectrum        The value of the frequency is not peak value in spectrum(output data).  10. Coherence (H, iP, oP)   Length of input data and output data must be same. Take some parts of data from both data, and calculate coherence from those data.      If the value of spectrum of the frequency is too small, change the value of the frequency       to zero.             Max(spectrum(output data)) * e  >  frequency  component in spectrum        Max(spectrum(input data)) * e  >  frequency  component in spectrum        The value of the frequency is not peak value in spectrum(output data).        The value of the frequency is not peak value in spectrum(input data).                  
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 When calculate the coherence, we must consider about calculation error. 

 

 

W1 ; Gline(2^10,1/2^10,2*pi,0) 

W2 ; Sin(W1*4)-sin(35*W1)+sin(200*W1) 

W3 ; 2*cos(W1*4)-3*cos(35*W1)+4*cos(200*W1) 

 

 Calculate coherence between w2 and w3. 

W4 ; ucohH(w2,w3)                coherence(H, simple) 

W5 ; ucoh3H(W2,W3,0.0  ,0.001)   coherence(H,iM,oM) 

W6 ; ucoh4H(W2,W3,0.0  ,0.001)   coherence(H,iM,oP) 

W7 ; ucoh5H(w2,w3,0.0  ,0.001)    coherence(H,iP,oP) 

W8 ; spectrum(w3,256) 

 

 Results in w6, w7 are better than w4, w5.  
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For multiple outputs are given to the single input, we should use next functions.  11. Mlt coherence (simple)     12. Mlt coherence (oM)       13. Mlt coherence (iM,oM)    14. Mlt coherence (iM,oP)    15. Mlt coherence (iP,oP)    16. Mlt coherence (H, simple)   17. Mlt coherence (H,oM)   18. Mlt coherence (H,iM,oM)   19. Mlt coherence (H,iM,oP)   20. Mlt coherence (H,iP,oP)    These functions are using same algorithms to the corresponding functions of single type.  
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2.4 Filter   When using alternating current, there appears noise of 50Hz or 60Hz. I made a filter for remove this noise.      1. Filter (0*5) make      Use the value of FFT. For this data we make a filter. Five zeros are continue.      2. Filter (0*5) use       Remove a indicated frequency component form given signal.  3. Filter (0*3) make    Use the value of FFT. For this data we make a filter. Three zeros are continue.  4. Filter (0*3) use        Remove indicated frequency component form given signal.                                  
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When using alternating current, there appears noise of 50Hz or 60Hz. I made a filter for remove this noise.   W2 becomes from 1HZ, 50Hz, 60Hz. W5 and w6 are the results of removing 60Hz component from this wave.    

 W1: Gline(1024,1/1024,2*pi,0) W2: Sin(W1)-sin(50*W1)+sin(60*W1) 
W3: fft(w2) 

W4: Filter(0*5) make 

W5: Filter(0*5) use 

W6: ifft(w3*w4) 

W7: sin(w1)+sin(60*w1) 

W8: w5 - w7 

 

W8 shows 50Hz component is removed. 

 

Remark; 

 This filter removes not only indicated frequency component. 

Also removes those frequency components multiplied by integers.   
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2.5 Average of PSD   Mean of PSD (X(0)=0), in this case subtracting mean value of input data. After it calculate PSD of the data. This means to remove direct current component.  Next functions are usable for 1 channel data. Mean of PSD (No window)  Mean of PSD (hanning)  Mean of PSD (hamming)  Mean of PSD (kaiser)     Next functions are usable for multi channel data Mean of PSD (each column)(No window)  Mean of PSD(each column)(hanning) Mean of PSD(each column)( hamming) Mean of PSD(each column)(kaiser)     Mean of PSD (X(0)!=0);  Without removing the mean value of the data.   This is the function for 1 channel data. Mean of PSD (X(0)!=0)    This is the function for multi channel data. Mean of PSD (each channel)(X(0)!=0)  
 

In these calculations at first divide given data to several series, after calculated each PSD, we take 

mean value of them. 

 

2.6 sampling 

 

Sampling 

Sampling (order)    

 

 From given data, we get random samples. This function returns the results in the order in old sequence. 

 We use random number for sampling. A seed number determined random number sequence. 

 This sequence has same length with given data. 

 In the case number of sampling bigger than the half of the length of data, we may fail to sampling. 

 

2.7 etc  

 

Column data (ext, shift) 

Compare previous mean value  

Cross correlation (normal)    

Moving integral     

 

Please look at the explanations in each functions. 
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Chapter3 Reference of functions 
 

3.1  Amplitude response  
Menu:  /* Amplitude response (simple) */  Purpose: For each frequency components, calculate the ratio of input and output.  Format: magresp(indat, outdat)          Indat : input data         (data size = 2^k )          Outdat : output data   (data size = 2^k )  Returns:  Ratio of strength of each frequency.  
Example:  

w1: gline(2^10,1/1024,2*pi,0) 

w2: 10*sin(w1*5)-5*sin(30*w1)+25*sin(95*w1) 

w3: w2*exp(-w1) 

w4: concat(gser(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,50,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 

          0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0),gline(1000,1/1024,0,0));setdeltax(1/1024) 

w5: spectrum(w3) 

w6: magresp(w4, w3) 

 

Remarks: This function returns ratio of spectrum simply.  

 

 

 

Menu :  /* Amplitude response 2 */  Purpose:  For each frequency components, calculate the ratio of input and output.  Format: magresp2(indat, outdat, wid)         Indat : input data    (length of data = 2^k )         Outdat : output data  (length of data = 2^k )       Wid : width of moving average.  Returns: Ratio of strength of each frequency. 
 

Remarks:  Before divide each value of spectrum, we tale moving average. 

           Use in the case both components are changes continuously. 
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Menu:  /* Amplitude response 3 */  Purpose: For each frequency components, calculate the ratio of input and output.  Formula: magresp3(indat, outdat, wid)        Indat : input data   (length of data = 2^k )        Outdat : output data  (length of data = 2^k )       Wid : width of moving average.  Returns: Ratio of strength of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: After got the ratio of spectrums, take the moving average. 

 

 

 

Menu:  /* Amplitude response (pulse) */  Purpose: Pulse type’s input data and output data for it.  Formula: magresp4(indat, outdat, wid)       Indat : input data       ( length of data = 2^k )       Outdat : output data  (length of data = 2^k )       Wid : width of moving average.  Returns: Ratio of strength of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: At first, change the input data to a ideal pulse type data. Get spectrum of both data, and divide 

output data by input data. 

 

 

 

Menu:  /* Amplitude response (oM) */   Purpose:  Get the ratio of strength of spectrum components. 
 

Formula: magresp5(indat, outdat, outc, wid)       Indat : input data    (length of data = 2^k )       Outdat : output data  (length of data = 2^k )       Outc : The frequency spectrum components, it’s size is smaller than (Max*outc), are changed by zero.       wid：Width of moving average.  Returns: The ratios of the frequency spectrum components. 
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Menu:  /* Amplitude response (iM,oM) */   Purpose:  Get the ratio of strength of spectrum components of input and output data. 
 

Formula: magresp6(indat, outdat, inc, outc, wid)       Indat : input data    (length of data = 2^k )       outdat : output data  (length of data = 2^k )       inc : The frequency spectrum components, size is smaller than (Max*inc), are                          treated as zero.       outc : The frequency spectrum components, it’s size is smaller than (Max*outc), are changed              to zero.       wid：Width of moving average.  Returns: The ratios of the frequency spectrum components. 
 

 

Menu:  /* Amplitude response (iM,oP) */   Purpose:  Get the ratio of strength of spectrum components of input and output data. 
 

Formula: magresp7(indat, outdat, inc, outc, wid)       indat : input data    (length of data = 2^k )       outdat : output data  (length of data = 2^k )       inc  : The frequency spectrum components, size is smaller than (Max*inc), are                          treated as zero.       outc : The frequency spectrum components, it’s size is smaller than (Max*outc), are changed              to zero.       wid：Width of moving average.  Returns: The ratios of the frequency spectrum components. 
 

 

Menu:  /* Amplitude response (iP,oP) */   Purpose:  Get the ratio of strength of spectrum components of input and output data. 
 

Formula: magresp8(indat, outdat, inc, outc, wid)       indat : input data    (length of data = 2^k )       outdat : output data  (length of data = 2^k )       inc : The frequency spectrum components, size is smaller than (Max*inc), are                          treated as zero.       outc : The frequency spectrum components, it’s size is smaller than (Max*outc), are changed              to zero.       wid：Width of moving average.  Returns: The ratios of the frequency spectrum components. 
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Example: ｗ１：Gline(2^10,1,5*2*pi/2^10,0) ｗ２：Sin(W1)-sin(3*W1)+sin(9*W1) ｗ３：2*cos(W1)-3*cos(3*W1)+4*cos(9*W1) ｗ４：magresp(w2,w3)             Amplitude response (simple) ｗ５：spectrum(w3) ｗ６：magresp5(w2,w3,0.0,0.001,1)  Amplitude response (iM,oM) 

 

 

Explanation: 

      At W6, 

      Get the spectrum of input and output. Calculate the ratio, and get moving average. 

      On input data, if the component is less than (Max*inc), it is replaced by zero. 

      Weak components are treated as zero. 

      On output data, the spectrum data less than (Max*outc), is replaced by zero. 

      Weak components are treated as zero. 

       You should use this function in the next case. Your data has few frequency spectrum components. By the calculation error, the spectrum component is not zero value. In theoretically those values must be zero. As the result of division of error by another error, there appears large value. 
InW4 there appears strong effects of division of errors. We should see the values in W5. 
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3.2 Multi outputs, Amplitude response  
Menu:  /* Mlt Amplitude response (Simple) */   Purpose:  Get the ratio of strength of spectrum components of one channel input and multi channel             output data. 
 

Formula: mmagresp(indat, outdat)       indat : input data (1-ch)    (length of data = 2^k )       outdat : output data (k-ch)  (length of each output data = 2^k )  Returns: The ratios of the frequency spectrum components. 
 

Example: 

W1: gline(2^10,1/1024,2*pi,0) 

W2: 10*sin(w1*5)-5*sin(30*w1)+25*sin(95*w1) 

W3: w2*exp(-w1) 

W4: concat(gser(0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,50,0,0,0,0,0,0,0, 

          0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0),gline(1000,1/1024,0,0));setdeltax(1/1024) 

W5: spectrum(w3) 

W6: Mlt Amplitude response (Simple) 

 

Remark: This result is given by simple ratio of spectrums of input and output. 

         There is a problem of calculation error. In this case the data in W4 is very simple, the  

         result seems very clear. If input data of W4 changed a little, we can not get clear rtesult.   
Menu:  /* Mlt Amplitude response 2 */  Purpose:  For each frequency components, calculate the ratio of one channel input and multi             channel output.  Format: mmagresp2(indat, outdat, wid)       Indat : input data (1-ch)       (length of data = 2^k )       Outdat : output data (k-ch)     (length of each channel data = 2^k )       Wid : width of moving average.  Returns: Ratio of strength of each frequency. 
 

Remarks:  Before divide each value of spectrum, we tale moving average. 

           Use in the case both components are changes continuously. 
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Menu:  /* Mlt Amplitude response 3 */  Purpose: For each frequency components, calculate the ratio of one channel input and multi            channnel output.  Formula: mmagresp3(indat, outdat, wid)       indat : input data (1-ch)   (length of data = 2^k )       outdat : output data (k-ch) (length of data of each channel = 2^k )       Wid : width of moving average.  Returns: Ratio of strength of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: After got the ratio of spectrums, take the moving average. 

                 You should use in the case amplitude response is continuous. 

 

 

Menu:  /* Mlt Amplitude response (pulse) */  Purpose: Pulse type’s one channel input data and multi channel output data of it.  Formula: mmagresp4(indat, outdat, wid)       Indat : input data (1-ch)       ( length of data = 2^k )       Outdat : output data (k-ch)     (length of data = 2^k )       Wid : width of moving average.  Returns: Ratio of strength of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: At first, change the input data to a ideal pulse type data. Get spectrum of both data, and  

                 divide output data by input data. After all take a moving average of the ratio. 

                 You should use for the pulse type’s input data. 

 

 

Menu:  /* Mlt Amplitude response (oM) */   Purpose:  Get the ratio of strength of spectrum components of one channel data and multi channel             output data. 
 

Formula: mmagresp5(indat, outdat, outc, wid)       Indat : input data (1-ch)    (length of data = 2^k )       Outdat : output data (k-ch)  (length of data of each channel = 2^k )       Outc : The frequency spectrum components, it’s size is smaller than (Max*outc), are changed  to zero.       wid：Width of moving average.  Returns: The ratios of the frequency spectrum components. 
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Menu:  /* Mlt Amplitude response (iM,oM) */   Purpose:  Get the ratio of strength of spectrum components of one channel data and multi channel             output data. 
 

Formula: mmagresp6(indat, outdat, inc, outc, wid)       indat : input data (1-ch)    (length of data = 2^k )       outdat : output data (k-ch)  (length of data of each channel = 2^k )       inc : If the values of spectrum of input data is smaller then Max*inc, they are changed to zero.       outc : The frequency spectrum components of output data, it’s size is smaller than              (Max*outc), are changed by zero.       wid：Width of moving average.  Returns: The ratios of the frequency spectrum components. 
 

 

Menu:  /* Mlt Amplitude response (iM,oP) */   Purpose:  Get the ratio of strength of spectrum components of one channel data and multi channel             output data. 
 

Formula: mmagresp7(indat, outdat, inc, outc, wid)       indat : input data (1-ch)    (length of data = 2^k )       outdat : output data (k-ch)  (length of data of each channel = 2^k )       inc : The frequency spectrum of input data, it’s size is smaller then Max*inc, are changed              by zero.       outc : The frequency spectrum components of output data, it is peak value and it’s size              is smaller than (Max*outc), are changed by zero.       wid：Width of moving average.  Returns: The ratios of the frequency spectrum components. 
 

Menu::  /* Mlt Amplitude response (iP,oP) */   Purpose:  Get the ratio of strength of spectrum components of one channel data and multi channel             output data. 
 

Formula: mmagresp8(indat, outdat, inc, outc, wid)       indat : input data (1-ch)    (length of data = 2^k )       outdat : output data (k-ch)  (length of data of each channel = 2^k )       inc : The frequency spectrum of input data, it is peak value and it’s size is smaller then              Max*inc, are changed by zero.       outc : The frequency spectrum components of output data, it is peak value and it’s size              is smaller than (Max*outc), are changed by zero.       wid：Width of moving average. Returns: The ratios of the frequency spectrum components. 
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3.3 Phase response  
Menu : /* Phase response (simple) */  Purpose: For each frequency components, calculate the difference of phase.  Format: phaseresp(indat, outdat)          indat : input data     (data size = 2^k )          outdat : output data   (data size = 2^k )  Returns:  Differences of phase of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: The differences of phase is between –π and +π.   
 

 

Menu:  /* Phase response (oM) */  Purpose: For each frequency components, calculate the difference of phase.  Format: phaseresp2(indat, outdat, outc)          indat : input data     (data size = 2^k )          outdat : output data   (data size = 2^k )          outc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component should be replaced by zero.  Returns:  Differences of phase of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: Series of the differences of phase. If the frequency component is less then (Maximum  

                 value of the spectrum)*outc, which treated as zero. 
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Menu:  /* Phase response (iM, oM) */  Purpose: For each frequency components, calculate the difference of phase.  Format: phaseresp3(indat, outdat, inc, outc)          indat : input data     (data size = 2^k )          outdat : output data   (data size = 2^k )          inc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component of input data, should be replaced                by zero.          outc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component should be replaced by zero.  Returns:  Differences of phase of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: Series of the differences of phase. If the frequency component is less then (Maximum  

                 value of the spectrum)*outc, which treated as zero. More over if the component of the  

                 input data is less than (Maximum value of the spectrum)*inc, treated as zero. 

 

 

 

Menu:  /* Phase response (iM, oP) */  Purpose: For each frequency components, calculate the difference of phase.  Format: phaseresp4(indat, outdat, inc, outc)          indat : input data     (data size = 2^k )          outdat : output data   (data size = 2^k )          inc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component of input data, should be replaced                by zero.          outc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component should be replaced by zero.  Returns:  Differences of phase of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: Series of the differences of phase. If the frequency component of the output data is peak  

                 value and it is less then (Maximum value of the spectrum)*outc, which treated as zero. 

                 More over if the component of the input data is less than (Maximum value of the  

                 spectrum)*inc, treated as zero. 

 

 

 

Menu:  /* Phase response (iP, oP) */  Purpose: For each frequency components, calculate the difference of phase.  Format: phaseresp5(indat, outdat, inc, outc)          indat : input data     (data size = 2^k )          outdat : output data   (data size = 2^k )          inc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component of input data, should be replaced                by zero.          outc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component of the output data, should be  
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               replaced by zero.  Returns:  Differences of phase of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: Series of the differences of phase. If the frequency component of the output data is peak  

                 value and it is less then (Maximum value of the spectrum)*outc, which treated as zero. 

                 More over if the component of the input data is peak value and it is less than (Maximum  

                 value of the spectrum)*inc, treated as zero. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: ｗ１：Gline(2^10,1/2^10,2*pi,0) ｗ２：cos(W1*4)-sin(35*W1)+sin(200*W1) ｗ３：2*sin(4*W1)-3*cos(35*W1)+4*cos(200*W1) ｗ４：phaseresp2(w2,w3,0.0,0.001)    phase response(oM) ｗ５：phaseresp(w2,w3)                      phase response ｗ６：cphaseresp(w2,w3,5.0)               Phase response(continuous) 

 

 

 

Remark : Phase is given as the value from -π to +π. 

 In W4, if the component of the output data is too small to the maximum component of the            spectrum, 

is replaced by zero. 

  W5 is simple phase response. Here is many results of errors. 

  W6 is changed W5 to the continuous type. In this case it is not suite, it is useful in the case to treat 

continuous type’s data. 

 

 

 

Menu:  /* Phase response (continuous) */  
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Purpose: The differences of phases are treated as continuous.  Format: chphaseresp(indat, outdat,dlt)          indat : input data     (data size = 2^k )          outdat : output data   (data size = 2^k )          dlt : If the difference of phase is larger then dlt, it is treated as continuous.  Returns:  Differences of phase of each frequency, they are treated as continuous. 
 

Remarks: 

  If the difference of phase is a little larger than π, it becomes to -π. In this case the volume of change 

becomes to 2π. It changes from (π+α) to (-π+α).  

 I think this value must be (π+α). We should change these abrupt changes to more slow change.  

The volume of change is bigger than dlt, in this case we correct the volume of change. For example the 

value is changed from +3.00 to -3.11, we change it to -3.11+2*π = 3.173185. As the result of this the value 

changes from 3.00 to 3.17385. 
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3.4  Multi Output Phase Response  
Menu:  /* Mlt Phase response (simple) */  Purpose: For each frequency components, calculate the difference of phase.  Format: mphaseresp(indat, outdat)          indat : input data (1-ch)     (data size = 2^k )          outdat : output data (k-ch)   (data size = 2^k )  Returns:  Differences of phase of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: The differences of phase is between –π and +π.  

 

 

Menu:  /* Mlt Phase response (oM) */  Purpose: For each frequency components, calculate the difference of phase.  Format: mphaseresp2(indat, outdat, outc)          indat : input data  (1-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          outdat : output data (k-ch)   (data size of each channel = 2^k )          outc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component should be replaced by zero.  Returns:  Differences of phase of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: Series of the differences of phase. If the frequency component is less then (Maximum  

                 value of the spectrum)*outc, which treated as zero. 

 

 

Menu:  /* Mlt Phase response (iM, oM) */  Purpose: For each frequency components, calculate the difference of phase.  Format: mphaseresp3(indat, outdat, inc, outc)          indat : input data (1-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          outdat : output data (k-ch)  (data size of each channel = 2^k )          inc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component of input data, should be replaced                by zero.          outc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component should be replaced by zero.  Returns:  Differences of phase of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: Series of the differences of phase. If the frequency component is less then (Maximum  

                 value of the spectrum)*outc, which treated as zero. More over if the component of the  

                 input data is less than (Maximum value of the spectrum)*inc, treated as zero. 
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Menu:  /* Mlt Phase response (iM, oP) */  Purpose: For each frequency components, calculate the difference of phase.  Format: mphaseresp4(indat, outdat, inc, outc)          indat : input data (1-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          outdat : output data (k-ch)  (data size of each channel = 2^k )          inc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component of input data, should be replaced                by zero.          outc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component should be replaced by zero.  Returns:  Differences of phase of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: Series of the differences of phase. If the frequency component is less then (Maximum  

                 value of the spectrum)*outc, which treated as zero, non zero values must be peak value. 

                  More over if the component of the input data is less than (Maximum value of the  

                  spectrum)*inc, treated as zero. 

 

 

 

Menu:  /* Mlt Phase response (iP, oP) */  Purpose: For each frequency components, calculate the difference of phase.  Format: mphaseresp5(indat, outdat, inc, outc)          indat : input data (1-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          outdat : output data (k-ch)  (data size of each channel = 2^k )          inc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component of input data, should be replaced                by zero.          outc：The ratio to the maximum value, of the component should be replaced by zero.  Returns:  Differences of phase of each frequency. 
 

Remarks: Series of the differences of phase. If the frequency component is less then (Maximum  

                 value of the spectrum)*outc, which treated as zero, non zero values must be peak value. 

                  More over if the component of the input data is less than (Maximum value of the  

                  spectrum)*inc, treated as zero, non zero values must be peak value. 

 

 

Menu:  /* Mlt Phase response (continuous) */  Purpose: The differences of phases are treated as continuous.  Format: mchphaseresp(indat, outdat,dlt)          indat : input data (1-ch)     (data size = 2^k )          outdat : output data (k-ch)   (data size = 2^k )          dlt : If the difference of phase is larger then dlt, it is treated as continuous.  Returns:  Differences of phase of each frequency, they are treated as continuous. 
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Remarks:   

If the difference of phase is a little larger than π, it becomes to -π. In this case the volume                   of 

change becomes to 2π. It changes from (π+α) to (-π+α).  

 I think this value must be (π+α ). We should change these abrupt changes to more slowly                    

change. The volume of change is bigger than dlt, in this case we correct the volume of change. 

For example the value is changed from +3.00 to -3.11, we change it to -3.11+2*π = 3.173185.  

As the result of this the value changes from 3.00 to 3.17385. 

  The next case, the value changes from -3.00 to +3.11, we change it to +3.11-2*pi =-3.173185. as the 

result of this the change becomes to continuous. 
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3.5  Coherence  
Menu:  /* Coherence(simple) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and output.  Format: ucoh(sx, sy, len)          sx : input data      (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data     (data size = 2^k )          len : length for pickup.  Returns:  Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) >= 2*len, len = 2^k 

                 must be satisfied. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has continuous frequency components. 

  
Menu:  /* Coherence(oM) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and output.  Format: ucoh2(sx, sy, len, yz)          sx : input data      (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data     (data size = 2^k )          len : length for pickup.           yz : Ratio of the output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns:  Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) >= 2*len, len = 2^k 

                 must be satisfied. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 
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Menu:  /* Coherence(iM, oM) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and output.  Format: ucoh3(sx, sy, len, xz, yz)          sx : input data      (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data     (data size = 2^k )          len : length for pickup.           xz : Ratio of the input component to the maximum value, treated as zero           yz : Ratio of the output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns:  Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) >= 2*len, len = 2^k 

                 must be satisfied. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components.   
Menu:  /* Coherence(iM, oP) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and output.  Format: ucoh4(sx, sy, len, xz, yz)          sx : input data      (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data     (data size = 2^k )          len : length for pickup.           xz : Ratio of the input component to the maximum value, treated as zero           yz : Ratio of the output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns:  Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) >= 2*len, len = 2^k 

                 must be satisfied. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 
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Menu:  /* Coherence(iP, oP) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and output.  Format: ucoh5(sx, sy, len, xz, yz)          sx : input data      (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data     (data size = 2^k )          len : length for pickup.           xz : Ratio of the input component to the maximum value, treated as zero           yz : Ratio of the output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns:  Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) >= 2*len, len = 2^k 

                 must be satisfied. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 

  
Menu:  /* Coherence(H, continous) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and output.  Format: ucohH(sx, sy)          sx : input data      (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data     (data size = 2^k )  Returns:  Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) = 2*len. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has continous frequency components. 
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Menu:  /* Coherence(H, oM) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and output.  Format: ucoh2H(sx, sy, yz)          sx : input data      (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data     (data size = 2^k )          yz : Ratio of output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns:  Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) = 2*len. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 

  
Menu:  /* Coherence(H, iM, oM) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and output.  Format: ucoh3H(sx, sy, xz, yz)          sx : input data      (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data     (data size = 2^k )          xz : Ratio of input component to the maximum value, treated as zero.          yz : Ratio of output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns:  Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) = 2*len. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 

  
Menu:  /* Coherence(H, iM, oP) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and output.  Format: ucoh4H(sx, sy, xz, yz)          sx : input data      (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data     (data size = 2^k )          xz : Ratio of input component to the maximum value, treated as zero.          yz : Ratio of output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns:  Coherence. 
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Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) = 2*len. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 

  
Menu:  /* Coherence(H, iP, oP) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and output.  Format: ucoh5H(sx, sy, xz, yz)          sx : input data      (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data     (data size = 2^k )          xz : Ratio of input component to the maximum value, treated as zero.          yz : Ratio of output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns:  Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) = 2*len. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Example: 

W1: Gline(2^10,1/2^10,2*pi,0) 
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W2: Sin(W1*4)-sin(35*W1)+sin(200*W1) 

W3: 2*cos(W1*4)-3*cos(35*W1)+4*cos(200*W1) 

W4: ucoh(w2,w3,256)                         coherence(simple 

W5: ucoh2(w2,w3,256,0.0,0.001)       coherence(iM,oM) 

W6: magresp5(w2,w3,0.0,0.001,1)    Amplitude Reference(iM,oM) 

 

 

Remarks: 

       In W4, there appears many calculation errors. For this reason the graph is not sharp. 

     At W5, we treat the frequency component as zero, which is not exists. As the result of this, 

     only the components 4Hz, 35Hz, 200Hz. 

      Take the spectrum of cut out data, if the component is small then (Max*xz), we treat it as zero. 

     Take the spectrum of input data, if the component is smaller than (Max*yz), we treat it as zero. 

     sx = sy = 2^k, len is the length to be cut out. 
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3.6 Multi Output Coherence  
Menu:  /* Mlt Coherence(simple) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and multi channel output.  Format: mucoh(sx, sy, len)          sx : input data  (1-ch)     (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data (k-ch)     (data size = 2^k )          len : length to be cut out.  Returns:  Coherence of multi channel output data. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) >= 2*len, len = 2^k. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has continuous frequency components.   
Menu:  /* Mlt Coherence(oM) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and multi channel output.  Format: mucoh2(sx, sy, len, yz)          sx : input data  (1-ch)     (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data (k-ch)     (data size = 2^k )          len : length for pickup.           yz : Ratio of the output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns: Multi channel Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) >= 2*len, len = 2^k 

                 must be satisfied. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 
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Menu:  /* Mlt Coherence(iM, oM) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and multi channel output.  Format: mucoh3(sx, sy, len, xz, yz)          sx : input data (1-ch)     (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data (k-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          len : length for pickup.           xz : Ratio of the input component to the maximum value, treated as zero           yz : Ratio of the output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns: multi channel Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) >= 2*len, len = 2^k 

                 must be satisfied. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 

 

Menu:  /* Mlt Coherence(iM, oP) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and output.  Format: mucoh4(sx, sy, len, xz, yz)          sx : input data  (1-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data (k-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          len : length for pickup.           xz : Ratio of the input component to the maximum value, treated as zero           yz : Ratio of the output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns: Multi channel Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) >= 2*len, len = 2^k 

                 must be satisfied. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 
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Menu :  /* Mlt Coherence(iP, oP) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and multi channel output.  Format: mucoh5(sx, sy, len, xz, yz)          sx : input data  (1-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data (k-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          len : length for pickup.           xz : Ratio of the input component to the maximum value, treated as zero           yz : Ratio of the output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns:  Multi channel Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) >= 2*len, len = 2^k 

                 must be satisfied. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 

  
Menu:  /* Mlt Coherence(H, continuous) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and output.  Format: mucohH(sx, sy)          sx : input data  (1-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data (k-ch)    (data size = 2^k )  Returns: Multi channel Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) = 2*len. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has continuous frequency components. 
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Menu:  /* Mlt Coherence(H, oM) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and multi channel output.  Format: mucoh2H(sx, sy, yz)          sx : input data  (1-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data (k-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          yz : Ratio of output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns: Multi channel Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) = 2*len. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 

  
Menu:  /* Mlt Coherence(H, iM, oM) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and multi channel output.  Format: mucoh3H(sx, sy, xz, yz)          sx : input data  (1-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data (k-ch)    (data size of each channel = 2^k )          xz : Ratio of input component to the maximum value, treated as zero.          yz : Ratio of output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns: Multi channel Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) = 2*len. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 

  
Menu:  /* Mlt Coherence(H, iM, oP) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and multi channel output.  Format: mucoh4H(sx, sy, xz, yz)          sx : input data  (1-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data (k-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          xz : Ratio of input component to the maximum value, treated as zero.          yz : Ratio of output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns: Multi channel Coherence. 
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Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) = 2*len. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 

 

 

  
Menu:  /* Mlt Coherence(H, iP, oP) */  Purpose: Calculate the coherence of input and output.  Format: mucoh5H(sx, sy, xz, yz)          sx : input data  (1-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          sy : output data (k-ch)    (data size = 2^k )          xz : Ratio of input component to the maximum value, treated as zero.          yz : Ratio of output component to the maximum value, treated as zero.  Returns: Multi channel Coherence. 
 

Remarks: All data size must be power of 2. 

                Conditions 

                 1. length of sx and sy must be same 

                 2. length(sx) = 2*len. 

                 This has good effect in the case, data has only few frequency components. 
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3.7 Filter  
Menu:  /* Filter(0*5) Make */  Purpose: Make a filter for remove a specific frequency data and the  multiple frequency           components.  Format: mkfilt05(sx, ff)          sx : FFT data        (data size = 2^k )          ff : Frequency to be removed  Returns: Filter for remove a specific frequency component.  Example: W1: Gline(1024,1/1024,2*pi,0) W2: Sin(W1)-sin(50*W1)+sin(60*W1) W3: fft(w2) W4: mkfilt05(w3,50.0)          （Filetr(0*5)Make） W5: ifft(w3*w4) 
 

Remarks: W4 is a filter for 50Hz. After applied this filter to the result of FFT, take ifft(). 

                We see in W5, the wave which has no 50Hz component. 

                We can remove noise from 50Hz, 60Hz power supply. 

                There are five zeros blocks in the filter. The frequency is freely changeable. 

  
Menu:  /* Filter(0*5) Apply */  Purpose: Remove a specific frequency data and the  multiple frequency components.  Format: adfilt05(sx, ff)          sx : input data        (data size = 2^k )          ff : Frequency to be removed  Returns: The data has removed a specific frequency component.  Example: W1: Gline(1024,1/1024,2*pi,0) W2: Sin(W1)-sin(50*W1)+sin(60*W1) W6: adfilt05(w2,50.0)          （Filetr(0*5)Apply） 
 

remarks : W6 is a data which is removed 50Hz component. 

                We can remove noise from 50Hz, 60Hz power supply. 

                There are five zeros blocks in the filter. The frequency is freely changeable.     
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Menu :  /* Filter(0*3) Make */  Purpose: Make a filter for remove a specific frequency data and the multiple frequency components.  Format: mkfilt03(sx, ff)          sx : FFT data        (data size = 2^k )          ff : Frequency to be removed  Returns: Filter for remove a specific frequency component.  Example: W1: Gline(1024,1/1024,2*pi,0) W2: Sin(W1)-sin(50*W1)+sin(60*W1) W3: fft(w2) W4: mkfilt05(w3,60.0)          （Filetr(0*3)Make） W5: ifft(w3*w4)  
Remarks: W4 is a filter for 60Hz. After applied this filter to the result of FFT, take ifft(). 

                We see in W5, the wave which has no 60Hz component. 

                We can remove noise from 50Hz, 60Hz power supply. 

                There are five zeros blocks in the filter. The frequency is freely changeable. 

  
Menu:  /* Filter(0*3) Apply */  Purpose: Remove a specific frequency data and the  multiple frequency components.  Format: adfilt03(sx, ff)          sx : input data        (data size = 2^k )          ff : Frequency to be removed  Returns: The data has removed a specific frequency component.  Example: ｗ１：Gline(1024,1/1024,2*pi,0) ｗ２：Sin(W1)-sin(50*W1)+sin(60*W1) ｗ6：adfilt03(w2,50.0)                 （Filetr(0*3)Apply） 
 

Remarks: W6 is a data which is removed 50Hz component. 

                We can remove noise from 50Hz, 60Hz power supply. 

                There are five zeros blocks in the filter. The frequency is freely changeable.  
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Example: 

W1: Gline(1024*8,1/(1024*8),2*pi,0) 

W2: -sin(22*W1)+sin(25*W1) 

W3: adfilt05(W2,22.0) 

W4: adfilt03(W2,24.0) 

W5: adfilt05(W2,24.0) 

 

 

 Remark:       W2 is addition of 22Hz wave and 25Hz wave.       W3 is removed from W2 the component of 22Hz.       W4 is removed from W2 the 24Hz component.       W5 is removed from W2 the 24Hz component.      When 5 zeros filter is used both 22Hz and 25Hz component are removed.      When 3 zeros filter is used both 22Hz and 25Hz are remaining.      We can not remove 23Hz component only.   
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3.8  Mean of PSD  (X(0)＝0）  
Menu:  /* Mean of PSD(No Window) */  Purpose: Cut the input data to the fragment of length "len". They are overlapping the half of length.          After calculat the PSD of each fragment, take the mean of them.  Format: meanpsd(sx, len)          sx : input data        (data size = 2^k )          len : Length of each fragment.  Returns: Mean of PSD. 
 

Remarks: Not using window function. The mean value is taken at first. 

  
Menu:  /* Mean of PSD(hanning) */  Purpose: Cut the input data to the fragment of length "len". They are overlapping the half of length.          After calculat the PSD of each fragment, take the mean of them.  Format: meanpsd2(sx, len)          sx : input data        (data size = 2^k )          len : Length of each fragment. 
                /*  length(sx) >= 2*len, len = 2^h */  Returns: Mean of PSD. 
 

Remarks: Using hanning window function. The mean value is sebtracted at first. 

  
Menu:  /* Mean of PSD(hamming) */  Purpose: Cut the input data to the fragment of length "len". They are overlapping the half of length.          After calculate the PSD of each fragment, take the mean of them.  Format: meanpsd3(sx, len)          sx : input data        (data size = 2^k )          len : Length of each fragment. 
                /*  length(sx) >= 2*len, len = 2^h */  Returns: Mean of PSD. 
 

Remarks: Using hamming window function. The mean value is sebtracted at first. 
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Menu:  /* Mean of PSD(kaiser) */  Purpose: Cut the input data to the fragment of length "len". They are overlapping the half of length.          After calculate the PSD of each fragment, take the mean of them.  Format: meanpsd4(sx, len)          sx : input data        (data size = 2^k )          len : Length of each fragment. 
                /*  length(sx) >= 2*len, len = 2^h */  Returns: Mean of PSD. 
 

Remarks: Using kaiser window function. The mean value is sebtracted at first. 

 

 

Example: 

W1: Gline(2^7,1,2*pi/2^7,0) 

W2: Sin(W1)-sin(3*W1)+sin(9*W1) 

W3: meanpsd(W2,256)          mean of PSD 

W4: meanpsd2(W2,256)        mean of PSD(hanning) 

W5: meanpsd3(W2,256)        mean of PSD(hamming) 

W6: meanpsd4(W2,256)        mean of  PSD(kaiser) 

W7: psd(w2)                           PSD of Dadisp 

 

 

Remark: Window function make the value to small. 
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Menu:  /* Mean of PSD(each col)(No Window) */  Purpose: Cut the input data to the fragment of length "len". They are overlapping "olp" length.          After calculation the PSD of each fragment, take the mean of them.  Format: colpsd(md, len, olp)          md : multi channel input data                 len : Length of each fragment.         len = 2^k          olp : size of overlapping.  Returns: Mean of PSD for each column. 
 

Remarks: Not using window function. The mean value is taken at first. 

   
Menu:  /* Mean of PSD(each col)(hanning) */  Purpose: Cut the input data to the fragment of length "len". They are overlapping "olp" length.          After calculation the PSD of each fragment, take the mean of them.  Format: colpsd2(md, len, olp)          md : multi channel input data                  len : Length of each fragment.          len = 2^k          olp : size of overlapping.  Returns: Mean of PSD for each column. 
 

Remarks: Using hanning window function. The mean value is subtracted at first. 

  
Menu:  /* Mean of PSD(each col)(hamming) */  Purpose: Cut the input data to the fragment of length "len". They are overlapping "olp" length.          After calculation the PSD of each fragment, take the mean of them.  Format: colpsd3(md, len, olp)          md : multi channel input data                  len : Length of each fragment.          len = 2^k          olp : size of overlapping.  Returns: Mean of PSD for each column. 
 

Remarks: Using hamming window function. The mean value is subtracted at first. 
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Menu:  /* Mean of PSD(each col)(kaiser) */  Purpose: Cut the input data to the fragment of length "len". They are overlapping "olp" length.          After calculat the PSD of each fragment, take the mean of them.  Format: colpsd4(md, len, olp)          md : multi channel input data                  len : Length of each fragment.          len = 2^k          olp : size of overlapping.  Returns: Mean of PSD for each column. 
 

Remarks: Using kaiser window function. The mean value is subtracted at first. 

   
3.9  Mean of PSD (X(0)!=0)  
Menu:  /* Mean of PSD(X0!=0) */  Purpose: Cut the input data to the fragment of length "len". They are overlapping the half of length.          After calculation the PSD of each fragment, take the mean of them.  Format: meanpsdX0(sx, len)          sx : input data        (data size = 2^k )          len : Length of each fragment.  Returns: Mean of PSD. 
 

Remarks: Not using window function. DC component is remained. 

 

  
Menu:  /* Mean of PSD(each col)(X0!=0) */  Purpose: Cut the input data to the fragment of length "len". They are overlapping "olp" length.          After calculation the PSD of each fragment, take the mean of them.  Format: colpsdX0(md, len, olp)          md : multi channel input data                 len : Length of each fragment.         len = 2^k          olp : size of overlapping.  Returns: Mean of PSD for each column. 
 

Remarks: Not using window function. DC component is remains. 
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3.10  Sampling  
Menu:  /* Sampling */  Purpose: Pickup sample data from input data. The number of taken data is "pt".   Format: usampling(s0, pt, seed)          s0 : input data                 pt : sampling number.            seed : seed number for random number.  Returns: Pickup "pt" number of data from input data. 
 

Remarks: The number of sampling should be less the half of input data. 

                 But this not the limitation. 

                 Seed is a natural number. 

 

 

 

Menu:  /* Sampling(Numbered) */  Purpose: Pickup sample data from input data. The number of taken data is "pt".  Format: usampling2(s0, pt, seed)          s0 : input data                 pt : sampling number.            seed : seed number for random number.  Returns: Pickup "pt" number of data from input data. 
 

Remarks: The number of sampling should be less the half of input data. 

                 But this is not the limitation. 

                 Seed is a natural number. 

                 Given number is the number in input data. 
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3.11  Etc. 

 

Menu:  /* Extension, shift of column data */  Purpose: A special column is extended and shifted.  Format: shiext(m1, nb, ex, sh)          m1 : matrix type input data                 nb : number of column. (1,2,3,..)           ex : Ratio of extension.          sh : Size of shift.  Returns: The column of nb is multiplied by ex and added sh. 
 

Remarks: Matrix type data is showed by multiple lines. The nb column is extended and shifted 

 

Example: 

W1: Gline(2^10,1,2*pi/2^10,0) 

W2: Sin(W1)-sin(3*W1)+sin(9*W1) 

W3: 2*cos(W1)-3*cos(3*W1)+4*cos(9*W1) 

W4: ravel(W2,W3,-2*w2) 

W5: shiext(W4,2,2.0,10)                    extension and shift  

 

 

Remark: In W5 the second column is multiplied by 2 and shifted 10. 
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Menu:  /* Compare previous average */  Purpose: Compare this mean value and previous mean value  Format: pmc(sx)          sx : input data         Returns: Matrix.           1st column is number           2nd column is Value of W1 (Input D1, D2,  )           Third column is N1, N2, …           4th column is first is zero, second is D2-N1, …. 
 

Remarks: Matrix type data showed abrupt change. Matrix is as next. 

 

observation 
number 

input compared value at 
next time 

value for show １ D1 N1＝D1 0 ２ D2 N2＝0.5＊(N1+D2) D2－N1 ３ D3 N3＝0.5＊(N3+D3) D3－N2 

 
 

   

N Dn Nn＝0.5＊(Nn-1+Dn) Dn－Nn-1 

 

W1 has data D1, D2, D3 ….. 

At W2 use the function  pmh(w1)  

Each columns in W2 are 

 

1-col is number (observation) 

2-col is input data D1, D2, … 

3-col is N1, N2, ... 

4-col is 0, D2-N1, …. 

 

The 4th column is the object. 
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Menu:  /* correlation(normal) */  Purpose: Get correlation of normalized input data.  Format: nzxcorr(sx, sy)          sx : 1st input data          sy : 2nd input data  Returns: Correlation maximum is 1. 
 

Example: 

W1: Gline(2^10,1/2^10,2*pi,0) 

W2: Sin(W1)-sin(3*W1)+sin(9*W1) 

W3: 2*sin(W1)-3*sin(3*W1)+4*sin(9*W1) 

W4: crosscor(w2,w3)                correlation 

W5: mvinteg(w3,155)               moving integral 

W6: nzxcorr(w2,w2)                 correlation(normal) 

 

 

Remarks: At first normalize input data (subtract mean, and divide by standard deviation). 

                Adding zero to both ends. 

 

 

Menu:  /* Moving Integration */  Purpose: Moving integration with given width.  Format: mvinteg(s1, pt)          s1 : input data                 pt : width of integration.    Returns: sequence of the values of integration. 
 

Remarks: Change moving average to integration. 
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Menu :  /* Amplitude/(2πf) */  Purpose: for each frequency component divide the amplitude by (2pif).  Format: spd2pif(s1)          s1 : input data         Returns: sequence of the values of amplitude divided by 2pif.  
 

 

Remarks:  

In above graph  

W2: -sin(22*W1)+32.6*sin(250*W1)+45*cos(2500*w1) 

W3:  spectrum(w2) 

W4: spde2pif(w2)      (amplitude/(2πf)) 

 

Spectrum in W2, the amplitude of each frequency components are 1, 32.6, 45. 

Spectrum in W4, 1/(2*π*frequency) is appears. 

1/(2*π*22)=0.0072343,  32.6/(2*π*250)=0.020753,  45/(2*π*2500)=0.0028647 

are there. 
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Menu:  /* Heartbeat, Blood pressure */  Purpose: Using heartbeat data and blood pressure data, get the values maximum minimum average.  Format: Heartbeat : heart1(s1, s4, s5)          Maximum : bolld2(s2)          Minimum : blood3(s2)          Average : blood4(s2)          s1 : input data                 pt : width of integration.    Returns: Using continuing four windows, heartbeat, maximum of blood pressure, minimum of blood            pressure, average.  Remarks: Each terms have next meaning.   Heartbeat data : As "W1" designate the window of cardiogram.  Base value : If the value in cardiogram is greater than this value, it is treated as peak value.  up-down(0,1,2) : Count the number the graph of cardiogram crossing "y = base value".                 0 : count the times <graph value = base value>                 1 : count the times <graph value = base value> with the state is increasing.                 2 : count the times <graph value = base value> with the state is decreasing.  Heartbeat W:  Put the number only as 3. This is the number of the output window. -------------  Blood pressure: As "W2" designate the window of blood pressure data.  Maximum   W:   Put the number of window, for maximum value.  Minimum   W:   Put the number of window, for minimum value.  Average   W:   Put the number of window, for average value.  Result is as follows.  
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